Introduction
============

Normally, illumination does not have an effect on the heart's electrical activity. One way to render cardiac cells sensitive to illumination is through delivery of genes that encode light-sensitive proteins. Such proteins, called opsins, are normally expressed in animals' eyes, as well as in certain photosensitive bacteria and algae. Some opsins form membrane-bound light-sensitive ion channels and pumps.[@b1-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] In the last 15 years, researchers have been able to express opsin genes in mammalian neurons in order to control neural activity through the use of external light sources, thus introducing the field of optogenetics.[@b2-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b3-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Since its inception, optogenetics has become an indispensable method for neuroscience and further research has contributed to the discovery and development of a wide range of opsins. More recently, optogenetics has been applied in cardiac research,[@b4-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] allowing elicitation and inhibition of cardiomyocyte electrical excitation with light.

A second way to render cardiac cells sensitive to light is through the direct insertion of fluorescent dye molecules, which damage and/or kill cells when illuminated.[@b5-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] This technique is called photodynamic therapy and has been a popular method of cancer treatment, but it has not been clinically applied in the heart yet.[@b5-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Recent research suggests that photodynamic therapy can be used for cardiomyocyte-specific ablation in the heart[@b6-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] in order to stop abnormal electrical conduction and treat arrhythmias.[@b7-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

Research into these two methods, optogenetics and photodynamic therapy, is the subject of this review. We review (a) the scientific tools that allow researchers to interrogate and probe the heart with light and (b) the research on the use of these tools to study and treat cardiac arrhythmias.

Tools for Optical Control of the Heart
======================================

What are the tools that allow us to use light to modulate, rather than just measure, cardiac electrical activity? In this section, we discuss the scientific advancements that have enabled the use of light to induce changes in cardiac electrophysiology.

Light-sensitive proteins and molecules
--------------------------------------

Cardiac tissue can be made sensitive to light by the following two main methods: with opsin genes, used in optogenetics, and with small photosensitizer molecules, used in photodynamic therapy.

Several opsins have been introduced to cardiac cells in optogenetics experiments. One of the best-studied opsins is channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2). ChR2 is derived from algae and is sensitive to blue light.[@b1-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] When activated by illumination, it quickly becomes conductive to the flow of cations (including Na^+^, K^+^ and H^+^) in and out of the cell. The directionality of cation flow, and consequently of the current flow, depends on the cell membrane potential. When the membrane potential is below the reversal potential, which is 0 mV for ChR2, depolarizing current flows into the cell, while the current is outward and weaker at membrane potentials above 0 mV.[@b8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] At the cardiomyocyte resting potential (around −80 mV, depending on the species), ChR2 current is inward and leads to cardiomyocyte depolarization and excitation. Thus, ChR2 is considered an excitatory opsin. ChR2 has been used for numerous cardiac applications[@b4-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and its voltage-dependent kinetics has been well studied.[@b8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Importantly, it has been shown that the addition of ChR2 to cells does not affect their electrical functionality in the absence of illumination.[@b9-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] However, ChR2 can be toxic to cells in the long term at high expression rates.[@b4-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b10-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

Discoveries and genetic engineering efforts have resulted in new opsins, with characteristics that make them well suited for various cardiac applications. Modifications in ChR2 have led to variants with increased photocurrent.[@b11-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] A variant that has been used for cardiac research is CatCh.[@b12-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] CatCh exhibits high permeability to Ca^2+^ flow. As a result, higher current is elicited when CatCh is stimulated by blue light compared to wild-type ChR2 and, more importantly, the illumination threshold for activation is significantly lower.[@b13-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] This theoretically allows for *in vivo* stimulation deeper in the heart, overcoming the limitation of poor light penetration through the cardiac muscle. Yu et al.[@b14-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] reported that the illumination threshold for ChR2 stimulation can further be decreased by addition of all-*trans*-retinal (the chromophore that imparts light sensitivity to ChR2) in ChR2-expressing cells.

Another opsin property that is significant for optical stimulation below the cardiac surface is spectral sensitivity. Red light can reach deeper in the heart than blue light.[@b15-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Therefore, use of opsins with red-shifted absorption spectrum, such as ReaChR[@b16-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and the ChR2 variant ChRimson,[@b17-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] enables the use of light that penetrates deeper and can enhance optical applications.[@b18-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

While ChR2 and its variants are excitatory opsins, other opsins are inhibitory. This means that, when activated at membrane voltages near the cardiomyocyte resting potential, they elicit outward current that can counteract excitatory inward current. Thus, they increase the current threshold required to activate fast sodium channels and excite the cell. Halorhodopsin, derived from archaea, is a light-sensitive chloride pump.[@b19-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Variants of the yellow light-sensitive *Natronomonas pharaonis* halorhodopsin (NpHR) have been used as inhibitory opsins.[@b20-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] When activated, they pump Cl^−^ anions into the cell, resulting in an outward current. Archaerhodopsin-T (ArchT), also derived from archaea, is a proton pump that is sensitive to green light; when activated, it elicits an outward current, like NpHR.[@b21-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b22-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] The irradiance required to activate these inhibitory opsins is higher than that required for ChR2.[@b23-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Recently, anion channelrhodopsins have been discovered. These are inhibitory opsins that exhibit higher light sensitivity.[@b24-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

Optogenetics can also be used to regulate signaling pathways. Melanopsin is an opsin found in the mammalian retina that normally regulates the day-and-night circadian rhythm.[@b25-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] When it is expressed in pacemaker cardiomyocytes, it can allow control of the Gq pathway via illumination, with downstream cascade effects on automaticity and heart rate.[@b26-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Other opsins regulate shuttling of proteins in and out of the nucleus,[@b27-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b28-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] allowing partial control of the gene expression. These opsins can potentially be used for the directed differentiation of stem cells or for the manipulation of ion channel expression in the heart.

A different family of opsins can be used for the control of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the heart. ROS release leads to cell damage and cell death. KillerRed[@b29-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] is a genetically encoded red light-sensitive protein,[@b30-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] which produces ROS when activated. As such, it can be used to effect cardiac damage and to ablate specific regions of the heart for the study and treatment of arrhythmias. A comprehensive review of ROS-generating opsins has been written by Wojtovich and Foster.[@b30-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

In addition to opsin proteins, the heart can be made sensitive to light through the insertion of small fluorescent light-sensitive molecules that are not encoded to the genome. For instance, clorin e6 is a small fluorescent dye molecule that can be inserted in cells and is sensitive to near-infrared light. When illuminated, it enhances the production of ROS.[@b31-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] As such, clorin e6 has been used as a photosensitizer to enable cell ablation during photodynamic therapy.[@b6-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Other photosensitizers, including talaporfin sodium[@b32-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and methylene blue,[@b33-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] have also been used for cardiac ablation applications.

Delivery of light-sensitive genes and molecules
-----------------------------------------------

Genes and molecules that impart light sensitivity need to be delivered in a targeted manner to cardiac cells and tissues prior to their actuation via illumination.

There are various methods to achieve gene delivery to cells *in vitro*, including electroporation[@b9-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and viral delivery.[@b34-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] After an opsin gene is inserted in a cell's nucleus, it becomes a part of the cell's genome. Its transcription and translation through cellular mechanisms enable the expression of the light-sensitive protein, in addition to the normal protein expression of the cell ([Fig. 1A and B](#f1-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}).

Achieving expression in the intact heart is more challenging. For experimental purposes, transgenic animals have been typically used.[@b9-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b35-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] To generate transgenic animals, embryonic stem cells are first transfected with the gene encoding the light-sensitive protein by electroporation and then aggregated with early-stage animal embryos. Selective breeding of the resulting animals can lead to animals that have the light-sensitive protein in their genome and express it in all their cells.[@b9-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

However, for potential therapeutic applications of optogenetics, the opsin genes need to be inserted into millions or billions of cells in a grown heart,[@b36-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] rather than a few stem cells. A method to achieve targeted gene delivery is through the use of viral vectors. The opsin genes, along with promoters that enhance their expression in the targeted tissue, can be inserted in nonpathogenic viral vectors, such as the adeno-associated virus (AAV).[@b37-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] large number of these vectors can then be inserted in the heart, either by direct injection or through an injection to the bloodstream.[@b37-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b38-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] The viral vectors can be optimized to specifically target the heart,[@b39-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] minimizing the expression in other organs.[@b40-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Gene delivery to the beating human heart has been attempted in clinical trials, with AAV delivery by coronary artery infusion.[@b38-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Another method, which is specific to the atria, involves painting the epicardium with a mixture of modified adenovirus carrying the target gene, along with a polymer gel that allows it to stick to cardiac walls and the protease trypsin, which enhances penetration of the virus through the cardiac walls.[@b41-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] This procedure resulted in expression throughout the atrial walls in pig hearts but had short-term deleterious effects on atrial mechanical function.

An additional method to inscribe light sensitivity involves the delivery of donor or *spark* cells ([Fig. 1C--E](#f1-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}).[@b34-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b42-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b43-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] These are small somatic cells (eg, fibroblasts[@b44-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] or HEK cells[@b42-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]), which are normally not excitable but are made sensitive to light through transfection with opsin genes. They can be added to a cardiomyocyte monolayer tissue culture, where, after short incubation, they form a functional syncytium with existing cells, allowing the indirect optical control of myocytes ([Fig. 1E](#f1-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}).

Small molecules used for photodynamic therapy (ie, photosensitizers) can be inserted into the body by infusion in the blood. However, systemic delivery of photosensitizers has drawbacks, due to their non-specificity. Delivery to the skin results in skin photosensitivity.[@b45-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] In addition, photosensitizers do not accumulate in cardiac cells and get cleared from the body relatively quickly. Therefore, continuous infusion near the cardiac capillaries is required to increase their concentration in the vicinity of cardiomyocytes and make them more effective for cardiac ablation.[@b32-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

Nanoparticle-mediated delivery can be used to increase photosensitizer delivery to the heart. Organic nanoparticles can bind multiple photosensitizer molecules. In addition, they can bind small targeting proteins, such as the cardiac targeting peptide,[@b46-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] which selectively targets cardiomyocytes, allowing delivery of the photosensitizers to specific cells. The nanoparticles can be injected intravenously and will localize in the heart, as long as they are small enough to move through the cardiac capillaries.[@b6-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

Illumination
------------

The light-sensitive proteins and molecules and the delivery methods described earlier enable the photosensitization of cardiac tissue for light-based cardiac therapies. To control the photosensitized cardiac tissue, light sources of various kinds (eg, LED, CFL and laser) can be used, as long as the wavelength of the emitted light matches the absorption spectrum of the light-sensitive proteins and molecules. The preferred method of light delivery depends on the specific application.

*In vitro* experiments, which involve illumination of cardiomyocyte monolayers, utilize epifluorescent illumination in setups similar to those used for cellular imaging.[@b42-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] The light source can be set to illuminate the whole cell layer or only a subset thereof. The timing, duration and frequency of these light pulses can be controlled via a computer. Complex spatial and temporal illumination patterns allow investigation of cardiac cell behavior under specific circumstances for various light-based applications.[@b13-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b47-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Similar illumination techniques can be applied for small vertebrates, such as embryonic zebrafish,[@b35-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] whose hearts are small enough to fit inside a microscope's field of view.

Light delivery to mammalian hearts can be performed with the use of an optical fiber, which allows delivery of light from a laser or an LED source to a specific part of the cardiac tissue. For experiments *in vivo*, the tip of an optical fiber can be placed on the animal heart epicardial wall following thoracotomy. In addition, the heart can be isolated and perfused in a Langendorff preparation ([Fig. 2A](#f2-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}),[@b48-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] which enables the stabilization of the heart, removes the complications of neural and hormonal feedback from a living animal and allows easier access of an optical fiber to all areas of the epicardial wall. These *in vivo* and ex vivo techniques have been applied in mice and rats in optogenetics experiments[@b9-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b40-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b49-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]--[@b51-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and also in larger mammals (pigs,[@b52-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] dogs,[@b32-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and sheep[@b6-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]) for cardiac photodynamic therapy studies.

Illumination of the endocardial walls is more challenging. It requires endoscopic methods, typically involving a catheter, to place an optical fiber tip inside the heart.[@b53-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] The catheter can be inserted through an artery or a vein and reaches the left ventricle via the aorta or the right atrium via the vena cava ([Fig. 2B](#f2-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}). Illumination through endoscopy is a less invasive method, as it does not require opening the chest and, therefore, would constitute a better choice for therapeutic applications. However, it has not yet been applied in optogenetics experiments in animals.

A long-term therapeutic application of optogenetics, eg, an optical pacemaker, would require a different kind of optical apparatus, as an external light source would be not be feasible in that case. Implantable micro-LEDs offer a potential approach for long-term illumination at a rate and intensity controlled by a microprocessor. Such light sources could be held in place by 3D-scaffolded integumentary membranes ([Fig. 2C](#f2-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}), along with sensors and other electronics, or implanted deep in the tissue ([Fig. 2D](#f2-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}).[@b54-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b55-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

Current progress in biocompatible optoelectronics has led to the development of bioabsorbable implantable microelectronics[@b56-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and optical waveguides.[@b57-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Such technologies enable short-term implantation of the optoelectronic apparatus needed for optogenetic interrogation or photodynamic ablation of the heart and can eliminate the need for surgical removal of illumination devices after an optical procedure.

Modeling approaches
-------------------

Computational modeling is an important part of cardiac research and has numerous applications, from the research of ionic currents to the optimization of common clinical procedures.[@b58-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]--[@b66-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Computational simulations of cardiac electrophysiology span multiple scales: from the single protein to the cellular, tissue and finally organ level.

For cardiac optogenetics, protein-scale modeling is concerned with simulating the photocycles of light-sensitive proteins and the currents elicited by opsin activation. ChR2 is the light-sensitive protein whose light activation[@b8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b67-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b68-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and electrical kinetics[@b8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] have been most closely studied. Simple models of other opsins, such as NpHR, have also been developed.[@b18-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b69-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

At the cellular scale, the effect of currents elicited by illumination of opsins on the cardiac action potential (AP) is delineated. Differences between inscription of light sensitivity by gene delivery and cell delivery must also be modeled at this scale.[@b34-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] To study the effects of gene delivery, the kinetics of the opsin current can be integrated into a system of ordinary differential equations, which describes the kinetics of the cardiomyocytes' native ion channels.[@b8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b70-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b71-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Cell delivery methods can be modeled by the addition of the opsin current model to a passive model of the donor cell, without other active ionic channels. Further differential equations govern the communication of these cells with the cardiomyocytes through gap junctions.

Electrophysiological simulations at larger scales reproduce the effects of cell-to-cell conduction and the propagation of electrical activity through the cardiac muscle. Modeling cardiac optogenetics at the tissue scale takes into account the nonuniform delivery of light-sensitive genes in cardiac tissue. The expression of the light-sensitive proteins in the heart depends on the delivery method and can be modeled with a stochastic approach.[@b72-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

The heterogeneity of illumination through cardiac tissue is modeled at the organ level. Illumination depends on the anatomy of the heart, for which 3D models based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are available,[@b64-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b73-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]--[@b75-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and on the placement of light sources or optical fibers relative to the heart. The irradiance incident upon each cell in the heart can be estimated by calculating the light absorption and scattering in cardiac tissue.[@b18-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b76-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b77-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

Realistic approximation of cardiac optogenetics requires a simulation approach that integrates modular approaches at all of the above-mentioned scales. Boyle et al.[@b72-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] developed a detailed framework for the multiscale modeling of optogenetics in the heart. This framework has been validated by experiments[@b34-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and can be used to make predictions on the effects of optogenetics-based therapies in human hearts.

To our knowledge, similar models for the simulation of photodynamic therapy in the heart are not currently available. However, photodynamic therapy targeting tumors in noncardiac tissues has been modeled previously. Modeling of photodynamic therapy involves the simulation of photosensitizer delivery in the tissue[@b78-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and the calculation of illumination and light attenuation at the organ scale and aims to optimize illumination protocols.[@b79-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] The optogenetics simulation framework described earlier can be adapted to model and study cardiac-specific effects of ablation based on photodynamic therapy.

Light-Based Applications in Arrhythmia Research and Treatment
=============================================================

Cardiac pacing
--------------

Optogenetics is a method that can be used as an alternative to current injection for *in vivo* pacing of the heart and cardiac resynchronization therapy. Optogenetics-based pacing allows contactless and uniform excitation with long duration stimuli, unlike electrical pacing, and is free of Faradaic reactions and their adverse effects on cardiac tissue.[@b9-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Moreover, optogenetics is expected to facilitate the selective modulation of electrophysiological properties in specific subpopulations of cells or tissue regions targeted (eg, via cardiomyocyte-specific promoter) to express light-sensitive proteins. Work conducted in simulations[@b72-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] has prompted speculation that this could lead to the development of novel approaches for cardiac arrhythmia treatment.[@b80-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

Several researchers have reported pacing of the intact heart with light. Bruegmann et al.[@b9-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047], in the first reported application of cardiac optogenetics, successfully paced the hearts of ChR2^+^ transgenic adult mice by applying short blue light pulses. Arrenberg et al.[@b35-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] used light to pace embryonic zebrafish hearts expressing ChR2. When the sinoatrial region of zebrafish hearts was subjected to brief optical stimuli of varying frequencies, the beating rate adapted to the externally imposed frequencies. Later, Vogt et al.[@b40-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] were able to optically pace normal mouse hearts after systemic gene delivery of ChR2 with AAV. They quantified excitability by pacing area and found that epicardial optical pacing of the left atrium failed to capture pacing, while optical stimulation of other areas of the heart led to successful pacing. Nussinovitch and Gepstein[@b50-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] performed *in vivo* transfection of ChR2 by local injection of AAV in a rat heart. They then paced it *in vivo*, as well as ex vivo after extraction of the heart, with an optical fiber delivering blue light. Finally, Alex et al.[@b81-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] demonstrated *in vivo* optical pacing with blue light in transgenic fruit flies (of the species *Drosophila melanogaster*) expressing ChR2.

Simulations have contributed to the optimization of cardiac pacing techniques. Using a computational model of the ChR2-expressing heart, Boyle et al.[@b72-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] predicted that selective stimulation of the Purkinje system would lead to a significantly lower excitation threshold. Zaglia et al.[@b49-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] verified these predictions *in vivo*. In a different model, Wong et al.[@b71-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] showed that biventricular pacing, which can be used in cardiac resynchronization therapy for synchronizing the beats of the ventricles, can be achieved by illumination in two locations, one in each ventricle. Resynchronization therapy in rat hearts was later applied in experiments.[@b50-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

In addition to these applications, it was shown in a simulation study[@b82-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] that constant illumination can affect the inherent frequency of oscillating cells, such as those found in the sinoatrial node and the Purkinje system. The beating frequency of oscillating cells transfected with ChR2 can be potentiated externally by the intensity of the illumination. Zhu et al.[@b83-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] used constant illumination to increase the heart rate of transgenic fruit fly larval hearts expressing ChR2-XXL,[@b84-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] a variant of ChR2 with enhanced expression and photocurrent. They found that the heart rate increased even at low temperature and during calcium depletion, conditions that resemble those that human hearts undergo during transplant. The native beating rate of oscillating cells can also be affected by opsins that control signaling cascades. Beiert et al.[@b26-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] achieved melanopsin expression in cardiomyocytes by creating transgenic mice and then applied illumination to control the Gq signaling pathway. They found that even very weak illumination (0.04 mW/mm^2^ irradiance) activated Gq signaling and resulted in an increase in the native heart rate.

Manipulation of the cardiac AP
------------------------------

Unlike typical electrical stimulation, optogenetics allows for precise manipulation of the cardiac rhythm beyond simple pacing. Modification of the length, duration and location of optical pulses, along with careful selection of light-sensitive proteins, enables the direct manipulation of the cardiac AP. This section will consider techniques used to prolong, shorten, or completely suppress the cardiac AP.

When cells transfected with excitatory opsins are at resting potential, they can be excited by illumination, as mentioned in the previous section. If illumination is applied while a cell's membrane is depolarized, the morphology and the shape of the AP will change. Due to the voltage-dependent properties of opsin ion channels,[@b8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b85-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] the nature of this change is determined by the cell's native AP morphology, as well as the timing, duration and intensity of illumination. In general, a long light stimulus will lead to the prolongation of the AP, as has been shown in simulations[@b82-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b86-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and experiments *in vitro*.[@b87-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Since excitatory opsins such as ChR2 have reversal potentials near 0 mV,[@b8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] they only create a depolarizing current when the cell's membrane voltage is below 0 mV. Therefore, only limited AP prolongation can be achieved in adult human ventricular cardiomyocytes, in which the AP exhibits a plateau around +10 mV. The technique can be more effectively applied to cells without a prominent plateau, such as human atrial cells and neonatal rat ventricular cardiomyocytes.

Simulations performed by our group[@b86-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] suggest that a constant light stimulus of varying intensity can successfully prolong the AP in a model of ChR2-transfected atrial cardiomyocyte with abbreviated AP duration, so that it closely matches a healthy cardiomyocyte's AP ([Fig. 3A](#f3-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}). However, the applicability of such a technique for therapeutic purposes is constrained by the limited penetration depth of blue light. We conducted electrophysiological simulations in a ChR2-expressing 3D model of the human left atrium and simulated uniform illumination of the whole endocardial wall with blue light. We observed that the AP was prolonged in a thin layer of tissue close to the light sources, while it was not significantly prolonged farther from the endocardial light sources ([Fig. 3B](#f3-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}).

While prolongation of the AP can be achieved with excitatory opsins, its shortening and suppression can be achieved through the use of hyperpolarizing opsins. Arrenberg et al.[@b35-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] used transgenic zebrafish carrying the NpHR gene to locate the pacemaker region in embryonic zebrafish hearts. Using a precise beam focusing apparatus including a mirror system, they illuminated every region of the embryonic zebrafish heart. While illumination of other areas of the same hearts had negligible results on the heart rate, illumination of the sinoatrial region ceased all electrical activity in the zebrafish embryonic hearts, thus identifying the main pacemaking region. Nussinovitch et al.[@b43-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] reported that illumination of a tissue culture transfected with ArchT fully arrested electrical activity. However, the effect of light pulses of moderate intensity (below 10 mW/mm^2^) on cells transfected with inhibitory opsins is not as pronounced.[@b23-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b87-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] In particular, Park et al.[@b87-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] reported that illumination of cells transfected with NpHR or ArchT prior to electrical activation led to a shorter and dampened AP. In simulations conducted by our group,[@b18-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] based on parameters calculated by Nikolic et al.[@b69-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047], illumination of cardiac cells transfected with NpHR with 1.4 mW/mm^2^ orange light counteracted weak electrical pacing to keep the cell membranes at resting potential but was not effective when the excitatory electrical currents were stronger or longer. Cardiac electrophysiological experiments with some of the more recently developed hyperpolarizing opsins have not yet been attempted but may result in more effective silencing of cardiomyocytes.

Drug testing
------------

Drugs in development need to be screened for safety prior to clinical trials. Cardiotoxicity due to arrhythmogenic alterations of the cardiac AP is a major risk for a new drug. Klimas et al.[@b88-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] introduced an optogenetics-based automated technique for the investigation of drug effects on the cardiac AP. Coupled with fluorescent dyes that report the levels of intracellular Ca^2+^ and membrane potential, optogenetics allows for a fully optical, contactless system that can replace cumbersome patch clamp experiments.

In an experimental validation of the method, isolated cardiomyocytes were placed in 96-well plates and rendered light-sensitive, either by adenovirus-mediated ChR2 gene delivery or by cell delivery, with the addition of somatic cells transfected with ChR2. Then, the plates were treated with different doses of drug compounds ([Fig. 4A](#f4-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}). Blue light illumination of the cell cultures inside each well initiated cardiac APs. The AP and the calcium transient were recorded after the addition of fluorescent dyes. The voltage-sensitive dye and the calcium-sensitive dye that were used have absorption and emission spectra that do not overlap with each other or with the absorption spectrum of ChR2, which allowed simultaneous actuation and imaging. For each of the wells, the automatic screening system produced the average voltage ([Fig. 4B](#f4-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}) and calcium ([Fig. 4C](#f4-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}) traces by averaging the levels of the voltage-sensitive and calcium-sensitive dye illumination in each well. This system allowed optical pacing at different frequencies and the detection of arrhythmogenic beat-to-beat variance in the AP, which can be the result of rapid pacing ([Fig. 4D](#f4-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}) or the addition of an AP-altering drug ([Fig. 4E](#f4-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}).

Determining cardiac tissue excitability
---------------------------------------

Ectopic beats originating in the ventricles can cause sustained cardiac arrhythmias. Early and delayed afterdepolarizations are AP abnormalities that increase the membrane potential of cardiomyocytes. Simultaneous depolarization of multiple cardiomyocytes can lead to a wave of propagating excitation and result in an ectopic beat. Despite its importance for studying and understanding arrhythmias, the minimum number of cardiomyocytes that need to be depolarized in order to elicit an ectopic beat cannot be identified using conventional electrical methods and has only been approximated computationally.[@b89-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Zaglia et al.[@b49-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] used an optogenetics-based experimental approach to calculate this number. First, they measured the light penetration through mouse heart slices of varying thicknesses. From these measurements, they calculated the attenuation profile for blue light through cardiac tissue ([Fig. 5A](#f5-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}). Then, they used optical fibers ([Fig. 5B](#f5-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}) to illuminate the following two different groups of transgenic mouse hearts *in vivo*: one group with cardiomyocyte-specific expression of ChR2 and one group with Purkinje fiber-specific expression of ChR2. After illuminating hearts of mice in the former group, they determined the ectopic beat capture rate for varying values of fiber diameter and light irradiance ([Fig. 5C and D](#f5-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}). They calculated the minimum irradiance threshold to trigger a propagating ectopic beat (black arrows in [Fig. 5C and D](#f5-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}) and, by combining this information with the light attenuation profile and the previously known threshold for ChR2 excitation, they were able to estimate the volume of tissue that was light excited. They calculated that approximately 1300--1800 cells in the left ventricle or 511--570 cells in the right ventricle need to be excited in order to initiate an ectopic beat. When they repeated the same experiment in mice with Purkinje fiber-specific expression of ChR2, they estimated that only 90--160 Purkinje fiber cells need to be excited in order to induce ectopic activity, suggesting that abnormal electrical activity originating in the conduction system is more likely to cause ectopic beats.

Evaluating efficiency of biological methods for restoring cardiac excitability
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Biological approaches to restore cardiac tissue excitability via gene or cell therapy have been proposed,[@b90-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and some have even advanced to the stage of clinical trials,[@b91-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]--[@b93-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] but there is no systematic way to quantitatively evaluate either the mode of delivery (viral gene delivery, GD or cell delivery, CD) or the geometric constraints (ie, clustered or diffuse spatial patterns of transgene-expressing cells) in terms of their functional impact on therapeutic outcome (ie, efficiency). Ambrosi et al.[@b34-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] used experiments in cardiac cell monolayers complemented by biophysically detailed simulations to explore the feasibility of overcoming this shortcoming by directly, selectively and exclusively engaging cells expressing an optogenetic construct in order to derive a surrogate measure of the therapeutic efficiency associated with different delivery modes and spatial patterns. They measured the optical threshold required to induce propagating activation in cardiomyocyte monolayers transfected with ChR2 with different spatial parameters and used this measurement as a surrogate for the efficacy of a genetic therapy for restoration of excitability. After conducting experiments featuring gene delivery and cell delivery both *in vitro* and *in silico*, they determined that gene delivery was more effective than cell delivery, especially when the transfected cells were distributed in a uniform pattern. To confirm the applicability of this approach in the context of biological methods for restoring cardiac excitability, they used further simulations: in a computational model of a regionally heterogeneous reduction in Na^+^ channel expression, they directly calculated the therapeutic efficiency of GD- and CD-based restoration of Na^+^ (ie, similarity of activation times in treated models to control models) with a wide variety of spatial delivery patterns. Their analysis revealed that, regardless of delivery mode, there was an inverse correlation between true therapeutic efficiency and threshold optogenetic stimulation energy levels associated with different spatial patterns. This provided the first compelling validation of the concept that light-based methods could indeed be used as a surrogate tool for assessing therapeutic efficiency of such approaches *in vitro* and, potentially, *in vivo*.

Induction of arrhythmias
------------------------

Optogenetics can be used to transiently induce arrhythmias in an experimental setting. Thus, it can be utilized to study the nature of various arrhythmias and test treatment modalities. The high precision of optogenetic control allows interrogation of the role of specific cells in the generation of arrhythmia, leading to useful insights for arrhythmia prevention and treatment.

Arrenberg et al.[@b35-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] successfully suppressed propagation of cardiac activation in NpHR-expressing zebrafish embryos by illuminating the atrioventricular canal that connects the atria and ventricles. As a result, electrical conduction between the atria and the ventricles was blocked, leading to irregular and slower beating of the ventricles (atrioventricular block).

Zaglia et al.[@b49-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] attempted to induce sustained arrhythmia in mice with cardiomyocyte-specific expression of ChR2. Initially, they were not able to induce sustained arrhythmia through rapid (10--20 Hz) optical pacing. However, after they rendered parts of the mouse ventricles ischemic (by stopping blood supply through the coronary arteries), they were able to induce sustained arrhythmias with application of the same optical stimulation protocol to the ischemic parts of the heart. Longer and more complex arrhythmias were induced after pacing the right ventricular outflow tract, a result that is consistent with observations on right ventricular outflow tract arrhythmogeneicity in humans.[@b94-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

Burton et al.[@b47-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] used gene delivery to express ChR2 in a cardiomyocyte monolayer. With an illumination system controlled by a computer, they were able to excite parts of the monolayer ahead of a propagating electrical wave, thus increasing the apparent conduction velocity. They used patterned blue light generated by a micromirror device to control the refractoriness of cardiac tissue and transiently stop the conduction of electrical waves in one direction (unidirectional block) or both directions (bidirectional block). In addition, they were able to induce sustained spiral waves (which, when observed in the heart, are an indicator of arrhythmia) by applying spiral wave-shaped illumination patterns. Using a different pattern of illumination on the spiral waves, they were able to stop the spiral waves altogether or reverse their chirality.

Defibrillation
--------------

Patients at high risk of life-threatening arrhythmias are currently treated with an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator, which can deliver a strong electrical shock upon detection of arrhythmia. Despite its life-saving potential, electrical defibrillation has drawbacks, the most prominent of which is the pain caused by electrical activation of tissue surrounding the heart.[@b95-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]--[@b97-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] A defibrillation method based on optogenetics has the potential to alleviate some of those drawbacks through the selective excitation of myocytes.

Bingen et al.[@b13-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] studied the potential of light to terminate arrhythmia *in vitro*. They expressed CatCh in neonatal rat atrial myocyte monolayers via lentiviral delivery. They then induced reentrant arrhythmia in the monolayers with rapid electrical pacing and attempted to defibrillate with illumination. A weak (0.038 mW/mm^2^) but long (500 ms) light pulse was sufficient to terminate reentrant electrical activity in the monolayers transfected with CatCh but not in control, non-CatCh-expressing monolayers ([Fig. 6](#f6-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}). The arrhythmias were terminated after the reentrant spiral waves drifted to the edge of the CatCh-expressing cardiomyocyte monolayer.

Bruegmann et al.[@b98-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] were able to terminate arrhythmias for the first time with epicardial illumination of ChR2-expressing mouse hearts ex vivo. A single one-second blue light pulse terminated induced reentrant arrhythmia in transgenic ChR2 mouse hearts (*n* = 36) 85% of the time. Similar experiments in wild-type mice transfected with ChR2 using AAV led to successful defibrillation a year after the viral injection.[@b98-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

Even though arrhythmia termination with light is attainable in experiments, the translation of this method to large animals and humans is not straightforward. In a computational study, we simulated optogenetic delivery in an MRI-derived model of the failing human ventricles and demonstrated the theoretical feasibility of optogenetics-based defibrillation in clinical settings.[@b99-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Parameters regarding the efficacy of gene delivery and the expressions of opsins were extracted from animal models.[@b40-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] The heart model was rendered photosensitive via systemic gene delivery. We simulated illumination through arrays of equally spaced LEDs placed on the endocardial and epicardial walls. Ventricular fibrillation ([Fig. 7A](#f7-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}), initiated by rapid pacing, was characterized by chaotic electrical activity throughout the ventricles. We attempted defibrillation with different illumination timings and durations, number of LEDs and opsin models in order to evaluate which parameters were more important to achieve successful defibrillation. The opsin characteristics were the most important determinant of defibrillation efficacy. Defibrillation attempts with the original blue light-sensitive ChR2 model failed ([Fig. 7B](#f7-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}), because light did not penetrate deep enough in the mid-myocardium. We subsequently modified the ChR2 model to make it sensitive to red light and lower its excitation threshold; these theoretical modifications were based on existing opsins, for which detailed mathematical models are not currently available. After these modifications, simulation of illumination with red light led to successful arrhythmia termination in some cases ([Fig. 7C](#f7-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we highlighted the importance of discovering or designing new opsins sensitive to red light for cardiac applications. Defibrillation with red light was more effective with increased duration of illumination and higher number of LEDs on the cardiac surface. More recently, we showed that optogenetics-based defibrillation can also stop ventricular tachycardia in a different human heart model, derived from a patient with myocardial infarction.[@b98-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] In other simulations, we identified that the atrial walls, which are not as thick as the ventricular walls, can be more effectively penetrated by light and, therefore, constitute a better target for arrhythmia treatment.[@b100-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]

Ablation
--------

Ablation is the therapy of choice for many arrhythmias, particularly in the atria.[@b101-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Catheter ablation typically involves killing heart cells by extreme heating or cooling. These methods of ablation have well-studied complications, such as cardiac rupture,[@b102-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] creation of bubbles due to overheating,[@b103-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] and injury of the phrenic nerve,[@b104-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] which is located adjacent to the heart. Optical ablation, which can be more specific to the myocardium and less harmful to other tissues, has the potential to mitigate such risks.

Nontargeted photodynamic therapy has been used for cardiac ablation in large mammals.[@b32-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047],[@b52-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Kimura et al.[@b32-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] delivered the red light-sensitive photosensitizer talaporfin sodium to the cardiac capillaries of adult dogs. They then used an intravenous catheter with an optical fiber to deliver illumination from a red light (663 nm) laser to excite photosensitizer molecules in each dog's cavotricuspid isthmus, located in the right atrium. They applied point-by point illumination with a duration of 30 seconds at each point and irradiance of 100 mW/mm^2^ and achieved acute conduction block, which indicated successful ablation. They did not observe any adverse effects such as edema, but nonspecific application of the photosensitizer could potentially cause adverse effects such as skin photosensitivity.

To avoid damage in remote tissues and to ensure that ablation only targets cardiomyocytes, Avula et al.[@b6-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] performed nanoparticle-based delivery of photosensitizers. They loaded nanoparticles with the photosensitizer clorin e6 and rendered them specific to cardiomyocytes with the cardiac targeting peptide ([Fig. 8A](#f8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}). After adding nanoparticles to a coculture of cardiomyocytes and fibroblasts, they observed that these nanoparticles preferentially localized in cardiomyocytes. After red light illumination, cardiomyocytes showed signs of cell death, while fibroblasts were not affected ([Fig. 8B](#f8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}). In experiments *in vivo*, they performed injection of either nanoparticles or clorin e6 in the rats' tail veins. In rats treated with nanoparticle injection, illumination of a specific area of the heart led to cell death of the cardiomyocytes only, as measured by the intensity of propidium iodide (PI), a cell death indicator. Illumination following the injection of clorin e6 only, however, led to the indiscriminate ablation of all cell types in the heart ([Fig. 8C](#f8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}), which led to decreased viability. Epicardial illumination in the nanoparticle-treated rats led to cardiomyocyte-specific ablation of a layer of cardiac tissue (\~2.5 mm thick, as seen in [Fig. 8D](#f8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}). To test whether this ablation method can treat arrhythmias, they performed ex vivo experiments in Langendorff-perfused rat hearts. After chemically inducing atrial arrhythmia, they attempted ablation of the left atrial appendage in the presence and, as a control, in the absence of the nanoparticles. Arrhythmia was terminated within less than a minute of illumination with a red laser in the nanoparticle-treated hearts ([Fig. 8E](#f8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}), while arrhythmia persisted in the control hearts ([Fig. 8F](#f8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, the applicability of this ablation technique in larger animals was shown in the same study,[@b6-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] with cardiomyocyte-targeted ablation in Langendorff-perfused sheep hearts that led to conduction block in ablated zones.

Cell-specific optical ablation can also be achieved with optogenetics. In particular, He et al.[@b105-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] performed experiments in transgenic zebrafish embryos. Following illumination of zebrafish hearts expressing the ROS-producing opsin KillerRed, they reported significant alteration in the heart characteristics, which was attributable to photodamage induced by KillerRed. In particular, tranduced embryos exhibited marked edema and significantly reduced heart rate and contractility compared to control zebrafish embryos that were illuminated in the absence of KillerRed. To our knowledge, ablation with KillerRed or other optogenetic proteins has not been attempted as an antiarrhythmic therapy, but it offers a vehicle for studying arrhythmia and heart failure via induced heart damage.

Conclusions and Future Directions
=================================

This review summarized the main approaches for the control of cardiac electrical activity with light. Recent research in cardiac optogenetics and cardiac photodynamic therapy has enabled the development of optical systems for the study and, potentially, the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias.

Although remarkable progress in these experimental techniques has been achieved recently, further advances are required before these approaches can be applied to the beating human heart *in vivo*. As shown in simulation studies, research toward proteins and molecules with improved light sensitivity and red-shifted absorption spectrum could dramatically enhance the potential clinical applicability of these techniques. In addition, the efficacy and potential side effects of opsin gene delivery or photosensitizer infusion in the human heart remain to be quantified and investigated in clinical trials. Existing methods of gene delivery need to be improved upon and new modalities need to be devised in order to overcome shortcomings, such as the reported immunity to AAV delivery in part of the population.[@b38-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] Finally, to fully unravel the potential of light-based arrhythmia treatment, novel illumination methods are required to robustly deliver light deep in the human heart.
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![(**A**) Simplified schematic representation of ionic currents in a myocyte expressing the opsin ChR2 following gene delivery. (**B**) Superimposed immunofluorescence images in a cardiomyocyte monolayer following gene delivery of ChR2. Red: α-actinin, a myocyte marker; green: ChR2, marked with the reporter protein EYFP. (**C**) Schematic representation describing the cell delivery approach. A light-excitable donor cell expressing ChR2 (left) is connected with a myocyte (right) by gap junctions. (**D**) Superimposed immunofluorescence images in a cardiomyocyte monolayer following cell delivery of ChR2-expressing donor HEK cells. Red: α-actinin, a myocyte marker; green: ChR2. (**E**) Two-dimensional representation of donor cell (green) distribution over a cardiomyocyte (red) monolayer. Reproduced with permission from Ambrosi et al.[@b34-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]](cmc-suppl.1-2016-047f1){#f1-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047}

![(**A**) Illumination of Langendorff-perfused mouse heart ex vivo. Reproduced from Richter et al.[@b51-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] © 2016, Springer Science+Business Media New York, with permission of Springer. (**B**) Schematic representation illustrating endoscopic access routes for illumination of the human heart through the inferior/superior vena cava (i/ii) or the aorta (iii). Reproduced with permission from Klimas and Entcheva.[@b53-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] (**C**) Integumentary 3D-printed membrane on the epicardium of a rabbit heart with sensors and a micro-LED. Reproduced by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd, from Xu et al.[@b54-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] © 2014. (**D**) Design of a light-emitting diode-optical fiber assembly. Reproduced with permission from Stark et al.[@b55-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]](cmc-suppl.1-2016-047f2){#f2-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047}

![Simulations of cardiac AP modulation with light. (**A**) Human atrial cells with short QT syndrome (SQTS) are characterized by shortened AP. A ChR2-expressing cell can be treated with a controlled light pulse, so that its AP (blue) closely matches the AP of wild-type atrial cells (black). (**B**) Tissue-scale simulations showed AP prolongation only near the endocardium when a light pulse with similar temporal and irradiance characteristics was applied uniformly in the endocardium of the ChR2-expressing left atrium. Reproduced from Karathanos et al.[@b86-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] with permission from the European Society of Cardiology.](cmc-suppl.1-2016-047f3){#f3-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047}

![(**A**) Schematic representation of a 96-well plate, with a ChR2-expressing culture of neonatal rat ventricular cardiomyocytes in each plate. Nifedipine, an L-type calcium blocker, was added in some of the cultures in varying concentrations (0.0001--50 µM). Action potential (**B**) and calcium transient (**C**) recordings (averaged by nifedipine concentration) during 1 Hz optical pacing of the cell cultures with blue light. (**D**) Membrane potential and calcium transient recordings following optical pacing at different frequencies; instabilities appear at 5 Hz optical pacing. (**E**) Action potentials recorded after treatment of ChR2-expressing cardiomyocytes with 2 µM dofetilide, a drug that causes AP prolongation, and 2 Hz optical pacing. Reproduced with permission from Klimas et al.[@b88-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]](cmc-suppl.1-2016-047f4){#f4-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047}

![Interrogation of the minimal myocardial volume to trigger ectopic beats. (**A**) Attenuation of blue light at various tissue depths. (**B**) Schematic representation of tissue illumination by an optical fiber of diameter, *d*; the penetration depth, *h*, is a function of light intensity. (**C** and **D**) The cylinders show the capture rate of ectopic beat induction with light as a function of the fiber diameter *d* and the light intensity. The red disks in (D) indicate the capture after application of Lugol's solution, which ablates the Purkinje system along with parts of the endocardium. Reproduced with permission from Zaglia et al.[@b49-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]](cmc-suppl.1-2016-047f5){#f5-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047}

![Measured electrical activity before and after blue light illumination in a cardiomyocyte monolayer with reentrant arrhythmia. (**A**) After CatCh transfection. (**B**) In the absence of CatCh. Reproduced from Bingen et al.[@b13-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] with permission from the European Society of Cardiology.](cmc-suppl.1-2016-047f6){#f6-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047}

![Simulations of defibrillation using optogenetics. (**A**) Ventricular fibrillation in the absence of illumination. (**B**) Failed defibrillation attempt with a blue light stimulus (*t* = 0--500 ms) after ChR2 delivery. (**C**) Successful defibrillation with a red light stimulus (*t* = 0--500 ms) after simulated delivery of a ChR2 variant with high photocurrent and red light sensitivity. Reproduced with permission from Karathanos et al.[@b99-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047]](cmc-suppl.1-2016-047f7){#f7-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047}

![Myocyte-specific ablation. (**A**) Nanoparticle for cardiac photodynamic ablation; PEG, polyethylene glycol nanoparticle; Ce6, clorin e6; CTP, cardiac targeting peptide; Bi-PEG, heterobifunctional PEG used as a cross-linker. (**B**) Levels of PI, a cell death indicator, in rat myocytes and fibroblasts *in vitro* following treatment with nanoparticles and illumination. (**C**) Levels of PI in fibroblasts and endothelial cells vs cardiomyocytes following photodynamic ablation after systemic nanoparticle injection in living rat hearts. (**D**) PI levels (red color) following laser epicardial illumination of rat heart with (top) and without (bottom) nanoparticle infusion; scale bar: 1 mm. (**E** and **F**) Electrophysiological recordings from Langendorff-perfused atria after initiation of atrial arrhythmia; recordings shown before and after illumination of the left atrial appendage in the presence (**E**) or absence (**F**) of nanoparticles, showing successful arrhythmia termination only in the former. Reproduced from Avula et al.[@b6-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047] with permission from AAAS.](cmc-suppl.1-2016-047f8){#f8-cmc-suppl.1-2016-047}
